Incredible Warranty
Radiant Pools offers a NON-PRORATED, FULLY TRANSFERABLE
LIFETIME WARRANTY against manufacturing defects for as long
as you own your pool. If the original
purchaser should sell their pool, whether
directly or through the sale of their
home, the new owner is issued their
own lifetime warranty certificate. This
option adds value when you sell your
home!

The Incredible Radiant

Keystone Series Pools

Compare our warranty to any other
pool. You won’t find another manufacturer
who offers you this kind of confident warranty on
their pool. We stand behind our product so that you can relax and
enjoy your pool without worry.

With a Radiant Pool, you always get true value
and real peace of mind.

The Centerpiece
of Your Backyard!

2172 West Fourth Street
Mansfield\Ontario, Ohio 44906
419-756-1300
relax@funcenterpools.com
www.funcenterpools.com
www.radiantpools.com
Radiant Pools is a proud member of the following organizations:

Made In The
Build green. Everyone profits.

With Pride
Code#: DL-4000 03/08

This brochure is for Illustrative purposes only. Radiant Pools makes only those representations that are stated in its
written warranties. Any other representation, statements or contracts made by the dealer and/or contractor to the
customer regarding any materials produced by Radiant Pools are attributable only to the dealer or contractor. The
dealer or contractor who sells or installs your pool is not an agent or employee of Radiant Pools.

simply brilliant.

Incredible Engineering
Wall Panel Cross Section
(actual size)

2” EPS Foam
Insulation

Acrylic Coated
Aluminum Panels

Incredible Swimming
Taking from the same technology used
to build airplanes and spacecraft, the
Radiant Pool is a structural insulated
panel constructed of an 2” EPS foam
core bonded between two sheets of durable acrylic-coated
aluminum that resists oxidation and corrosion. The exceptionally
strong Radiant Pool offers superior insulation that keeps the water
warm through solar energy.
This incredibly lightweight patented panel is easy to handle for quick
installation. For greater structural integrity and long term value, a
Radiant Pool is a wise backyard investment. It is simply brilliant.

Come On In, the Water Feels Great!
Radiant Pools R-10 insulated walls resist heat loss more
efficiently than any other type of pool wall. With a Radiant
Pool and the use of a solar cover, heat gained from the sun
is retained, enabling your pool to heat the water up faster
and keep the water warmer
longer, extending the swimming
season by up to 2 months.

Energy-efficient insulated wall
panels not only make the Radiant
Pool more comfortable, it can
yield long-term financial
rewards in energy cost
savings. For more details,
ask your dealer for our
Energy Savings
Brochure.

Incredible Versatility
Today, residential lots offer many landscape challenges. With the
superior wall construction of the Radiant Pool you have options.
The incredible Keystone Series Pool can be installed all inground
or semi-inground. Sloped terrain is no longer a problem.
A minimum of 26” of the pool wall must be below the ground.
You can add a full deck and railing system to this amazing pool
and enjoy the look and feel of
an inground pool for a fraction
of the price. No other pool offers
The Radiant Keystone Series Pool varied sizes and installation
you this type of construction and
options allow it to comply with the requirements and restrictions of
many homeowner’s associations regarding swimming pools.

versatility.
The Radiant Keystone Series Pool
is available in 42”, 48” and 52”
wall heights with different shapes
and sizes to fit your backyard
style.

26' Octagon
15' x 29'
17' x 33'
17' x 37'
17' x 40'

Make an investment that
makes a difference.

Reduce the
impact of your life
and lifestyle on
the health of the
planet. And save
money in the
process. Install a
Radiant Pool and

make an

There’s no need to spend your hard earned money on gas
when you can own the Energy Efficient Environmentally
Smart Radiant Metric Pool. No travelling to the beach when
you can vacation in your own backyard everyday. You
save money, energy and emissions. It’s an investment in
your home and your life.
ENERGY STAR® helps people make smart choices that protect the environment while
saving energy and money. Radiant Pools is the only pool manufacturer in the
industry to become an ENERGY STAR® PARTNER. We are committed to promoting
energy efficiency and the future of our planet.

Build Green, Everyone Profits!
Radiant Pools is also a proud member of the US Green Building
Council, working to promote building materials and practices
that are environmentally responsible and create healthy places
to live and work.

All Radiant Pools are
manufactured with
Expanded Polystyrene
insulation (EPS) bonded
between layers of
aluminum. EPS contains
no ozone damaging
CFC’s or HCFC’s and
is 100% recyclable.
Aluminum is the most
commonly recycled
post-consumer metal
in the world.
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